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Entropy-Driven Pumping in Zeolites and Biological Channels
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We simulate constrained dynamics of two species transport across single-file molecular-sized pores
such as biomembrane channels and zeolites. We focus on diffusional pumping where one type of
particle uses its entropy of mixing to drive another along its chemical potential gradient. Quantitative
analyses of rates and efficiencies of transport are plotted as functions of transmembrane potential
pore length, and particle-pore interactions. Our results qualitatively explain recent measurements
of “negative” osmosis and suggest new, more systematic experiments, particularly with zeolites.
[S0031-9007(99)08931-0]
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Particle transport across membranes is a crucial interm
diate step in almost all biological and chemical engineeri
processes. Separation, catalysis, and drug release all
on controlled transport through microscopic channels su
as zeolites [1]. Biological examples include integral mem
brane proteins which traverse hydrophobic, highly impe
meable lipid membranes and participate in small molecu
transport [2].

When two binary solutions are separated by a permea
barrier, the individual species typically diffuse and mix
dissipating their chemical potential gradients. Howeve
transport across both synthetic pores in mica sheets [3] a
channels spanning biological membranes (e.g., gramici
[4]) are known to exhibit constrained dynamics. For e
ample, osmotically driven water flux [5] may be signifi
cantly reduced due to a counterflowing, permeable sol
which couples to the solvent (water) within the confinin
pores [4,6,7]. We model these constrained dynamics w
a one-dimensional lattice exclusion model. Specificall
we show that for large enough asymmetry between solve
pore and solute-pore interactions, volume transfer can
in a directionoppositeto that expected from simple os-
mosis. Here, one species of the otherwise counterflow
pair wins and forces the second to be coflowing. The e
ficiencies of this pumping mechanism are computed a
found to be nonzero even when solutes are uncharged
not acted upon by direct, pondermotive forces. Recent
mosis experiments in various systems [6,8,9] have inde
revealed negative reflection coefficients, i.e., volume flo
opposite that expected from standard osmosis.

Since transmembrane pores such as gramicidin ha
typical radii ,2 4 Å, [4], and zeolites have typical radii
,4210 Å, we use a one-dimensional exclusion mod
[10,11] to describe single-file particle flows. A single-file
chain is divided intoN sections labeledi, each of length
, * molecular diameters ofA and B, and containing at
most one particle of either type. TheAsBd occupation at
site i is defined byti , t

0
i [ h0, 1j. All parameters asso-

ciated withAsBd will carry unprimed (primed) notation.
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The probability per unit time that anAsBd particle enters
from the left if site i  1 is unoccupied isaxLsa0x

0
Ld,

wherex , x 0 are the reservoir mole fractions of the particu
lar types of particles that enter. Similarly, the entranc
rates ati  N are denoted bydxRsd0x

0
Rd. We assume

x
0
L  1 2 xL . x

0
R  1 2 xR as depicted in Fig. 1(a).

TheAsBd exit rates to the right (left) are denoted byb, g

andb0, g0. In the chain interior,A-type particles move to
the right (left) with probability per unit timepsqd only if
the adjacent site is unoccupied.B particles hop left (right)
under the same conditions with probabilityp0sq0d.

Rigorous results exist for the two species asymmetr
exclusion process under specific conditions [10]. How
ever, currents forN , 4 can be easily found analytically

FIG. 1. (a) A two species 1D pore representing, e.g., zeolit
or biological transport channels is divided intoN sections of
length ,. The kinetic rate constants forA (unprimed) and
B (primed) particles are indicated. (b) and (c) depict energ
barriers for A (open circles) andB (filled circles) particles.
AssumeA is unchargedsDV ; VR 2 VL  0d, while B may
be singly charged and acted upon by a transmembrane poten
DV 0 ; V 0

R 2 V 0
L , 0.
© 1999 The American Physical Society
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for general parameter sets by solving linear rate equ
tions coupling all possible particle occupancy configu
rations [12]. ForN . 3, lattice simulations describing
the pore dynamics are implemented by choosing a sitei
and finding the instantaneous current betweeni and i 1

1: Ĵi  p̂tis1 2 ti11d s1 2 t
0
i11d 2 q̂ti11s1 2 tid s1 2

t
0
id [ h0, 61j, wherep̂  1 with probabilitypdt, and zero

with probabilitys1 2 pddt asdt ! 0. Analogous expres-
sions hold for the distribution of̂q. The occupationsti , t

0
i

are then updated and the next particle randomly chos
An analogous rule holds for̂J 0sj0d. Boundary site kinetics
are correspondingly determined bya, d, a0, d0, e.g.,ĴN 
b̂tN 2 d̂s1 2 tN d s1 2 t

0
N d. Typically 109211 steps are

needed for̂J, Ĵ 0 to converge to their steady state values,J
andJ 0. We verified all results by comparing simulation
with certain exact results [11,12].

Since particle fluxes across microscopic channels a
,109ys [5,6], typical fluid particles suffer.Os103d “col-
lisions” and relax to local thermodynamic equilibrium
(LTE) while traversing the pore. Under LTE, the kinetic
rates,hjj ; ha, b, g, d, p, qj, can be estimated from Ar-
rhenius forms

p . q ø syT y,d exps2EpykBT d ,

b . g ø syT y,d exps2EbykBT d ,

a, d . a0 exps2EaykBT d ,

(1)

with analogous expressions forhj0j ; ha0, b0, g0, d0,
p0, q0j. We have for simplicity assumed microscopicall
symmetric pores and equal hydrostatic pressures (i
b  g, a  d and b0  g0, a0  d0 when transmem-
brane potentialsDV  0 andDV 0  0, respectively) and
also that within a narrow pore, particles equilibrate wit
the pore interior and relaxes momenta much faster th
particle positions, implying, in the absence of extern
potentials,p . q, p0 . q0. The hopping ratesb, g, p
given in (1) represent ballistic travel times (thermal ve
locity yT divided by section length), weighted by interna
interaction energiesEp . The entrance energy dependen
factors sa, dd and sa0, d0d, when multiplied by the rele-
vant number fraction of entering particles,sxL, xRd and
sx 0

L, x
0
Rd, respectively, define entrance rates into emp

boundary sites. The precise values of the prefacto
a0, a

0
0 will also depend onequilibrium parameters in

the reservoirs such as temperature, total number dens
and the effective area of the pore mouths. The ener
barriers experienced during single particle transport a
enumerated in Figs. 1(b) and 1(c) and may includ
external potentials. If say, theB particles have charge
ze and are acted upon by a pondermotive transme
brane potentialDV 0 fi 0, the energy barriers are shifted
E0

a,b ! E0
a,b 1 kBTy0y2 and E0

g,d ! E0
g,d 2 kBTy0y2,

wherey0  zeDV 0ysN 1 1dkBT . Thus, the kinetic rates
wheny0 fi 0 are

sa0, b0, p0d ! sa0
y , b0

y , p0
yd ; sa0, b0, p0d, e2y0y2

sg0, d0, q0d ! sg0
y , d0

y , q0
yd ; sg0, d0, p0de1y0y2.

(2)
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WhenAsBd is uncharged (charged),J, J 0 are computed
using the parametershjj, hj0

yj  sa0
y , b0

y , g0
y , d0

y , p0
y , q0

yd,
andx

0
L,R .

Under isobaric, isothermal conditions,DEsPL 
PRd  Ea 1 Eb 2 Eg 2 Ed  0, and since pressure
fluctuations in liquid mixtures equilibrate much faster tha
concentration fluctuations, the total enthalpy change p
AsBd particle translocated isDHsDH 0d . DV sDV 0d. The
efficiency of using speciesj to pumpk can be defined as
the ratio of the average free energy gained byk to the free
energy lost byj,

hjk  f1 2 usJjDmjdgusJkDmkd
Jksx 0

L,RdDmk

Jjsx 0
L,RdDmj

. (3)

The Heaviside functions represent the definition that flo
is considered useful work only whenj andk are coflow-
ing. Using the entropy of mixing per particleDS0 
kB lnsx 0

Lyx
0
Rd, the Gibbs free energy change per particl

Dm0  DH 0 2 TDS0, is

Dm0 . kBT ln

√
x

0
R

x
0
L

!
1 zeDV 0, (4)

with an analogous expression forDm associated with the
transport of anA-type particle. When concentrationdiffer-
encesare not too large, higher interaction terms contribu
ing to DH, DH 0 (and henceDm, Dm0) can be neglected.
These correction terms (which are higher order polynom
als in Dx, Dx 0) can be straightforwardly incorporated b
independently measuring bulk liquid heats of mixing. F
concreteness, we assume speciesj  B (charged) is used
to pumpk  A (uncharged) and that for liquids under am
bient conditionsyT y, , 1 ps21. Upon setting the time
scaledt  10 fs, p  q  p0  q0  0.01 ø 1.

Figure 2 shows currents and efficiency as functions o
transmembrane potential differenceDV 0 fi 0, for various
length pores. Note that under the physiological conditio
considered, the efficiencies are smalls&1%d for pores
of molecular lengths. A smalljDm0j would increase
efficiency via transpore energetics; however, for too lar
aDV 0, theB particles are driven back against their numb
gradient, and useful work precipitously vanishes. Th
occurs most easily for short channels where internalA-B
interactions are rare; hereDV 0 , 0 is required forB to
drive A uphill. The efficiency is nonmonotonic and has
maximum asDV 0 is varied for fixedhj, j0j andx

0
L,R .

For zeDV 0ykBT ! 2`, an asymptotic form for the
efficiency can be found by assuming theB particles never
hop against the potential gradient,

hszeDV 0ykBT ! 2`d ,
ae2jy0j

a0N jy0j
ln

√
1 2 x

0
R

1 2 x
0
L

!
. (5)

Although J 0, which is dissipating down its electro-
chemical potential, generally decreases for longer por
for smallDV 0, JsN  10d . JsN  5d . JsN  3d, be-
cause pumping is more efficient since there is less like
hood that aB particle can drift through without pushing
out all theA particles ahead of it. The particle fluctuation
3553
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across the pore that allowA andB to simply dissipate their
chemical potentials become rarer as membrane thickn
or N increases, enhancing efficiency as shown in Fig.
Measurements for gramicidin channels suggestN , 5 9
[4,13]. Henceforth, unless otherwise indicated, we tre
only entropic driving, i.e.,DV  DV 0  0. Note that
hsN  0, 1d  0 is exact for all parameters sinceN  0
corresponds to an infinitely thin, noninteracting membran
and an analytic solution forJsN  1d ~ absx 0

R 2 x
0
Ld

[11]. WhenDm . 0, x
0
R , x

0
L andJ , 0, regardless of

whether or not solute enters or passes through the sing
site pore. This is expected sinceA and B never interact
within the single-site pore forB to be able to “ratchet”
A through. For largerN however, we find an asymp-
totic maximal efficiency defined by the kinetic parame
ters hj, j0j. As N ! `, the large fluctuations required
for net particle transport will transfer a constant ratio ofA
andB particles. This asymptotic efficiency can be tune
by judiciously selectinghj, j0j which yield the desired
N ! ` performance. Note that forzeDV 0  0.3kBT , the
hsN ! `d limit is larger, but for short pores requires
largerN both J, J 0 . 0 and pumping to take effect, con-
sistent with the results in Fig. 2.

Performance can also be tuned by varying microscop
pore-molecule interactions. Recent simulations ha
demonstrated dynamic separation factors between spe
with different pore binding characteristics [14]. We
suggest here that similar molecular considerations can
used to design pores [15] that operate as thermodyna
pumps, without moving parts, complex cooperative bin
ing mechanisms [16,17], or external driving forces.

Figure 4 shows the effects of varyingB-pore binding
,1yb0 for two different values ofA-pore affinity ayb.
Pores that do not strongly attract (largerb0 [18]) or that

FIG. 2. 10hsN  3d (exact, solid curves),10hsN  5d, and
5hsN  10d as functions ofDV 0. The corresponding param-
eters (for aB-attracting pore) areb  g  p  p0  q 
q0  0.01 sdt  10 fsd, and b0  g0  0.003. The intrin-
sic entrance rates here area  d  a0  d0  0.01. The
smallerb0 , b, p, p0 correspond to a pore that is more attrac
tive to B than to A. Here, x

0
Lyx

0
R  s1 2 xLdys1 2 xRd 

0.0036y0.0018, corresponds to a200 mMy100 mM aqueousB
solution insLdysRd. The computed currents and efficiencies a
low and (numerically) noisy due to low (physiological) concen
trationsx 0 and entrance probabilitiesa0x 0.
3554
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repel solutes (smallera0) have lowerB particle average oc-
cupationst0, and allow solvent (A particles) to more likely
pass fromsRd to sLd, decreasing efficiency, consistent wit
recent osmosis experiments [8]. However, at very sm
b0 (highly attracting pores),t0 increases to the point where
it fouls the pore and decreasesJ relative toJ 0, also decreas-
ing efficiency. Thus, there exists an intermediateB-pore
affinity, which yields a maximum efficiency. Dependin
onA-pore affinity (dashed vs solid curves), currentsandef-
ficiencies can be simultaneously increased (e.g., by mak
pores slightlyA repelling when0.0028 & b0 & 0.004).
These behaviors are a consequence of the intrinsic non
earities and are not present in the phenomenological lin
Onsager limit [17].

The above results provide a microscopic theoretic
framework for recent anomalous or “negative osmos
experiments [8]. These measurements show nega
osmosis only when the chemical structure of catio
exchange membranes was modified by adding-CH2-
functional groups. This modification presumably mak
the pores smaller, enhancing the likelihood of finite pa
ticle size exclusion. More definitively, negative osmos
was measured within a window of fixed membrane char
s-CH2-SO22

3 d density. Tuning these fixed counterio
charges is equivalent to tuningb0 for positively charged
solutes (solutes which exhibited anomalous osmosis w
Ca12, Ba12, Sr12, and not H1, Na1) [8]. Figure 4 shows
a maximum in currents and pumping efficiency as
function ofb0 that qualitatively matches the experiment
findings.

There is also evidence for biological manifestation
of diffusional pumping [6,9,19,20]. Recent experimen
show that water transport is coupled to Na1 glucose [19]
and KCl [6] transport. The negative osmotic reflectio
coefficient measurements acrossNecturusgallbladder epi-
thelia [6], in particular, have eluded explanation, althoug

FIG. 3. Dependence of (a) currents and (b) efficiency on po
length N  Ly, for zeDV 0  0.0, 0.3kBT . The parameters
hj, j0j used are the same as those in Fig. 2, exceptx

0
Lyx

0
R 

0.18y0.09 corresponding to a10 My5 M aqueous solution.
Although J, J 0 generally decrease withN, efficiency increases
to an asymptotic value.
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FIG. 4. (a) Currents and (b) efficiencies as functions ofB-
pore binding s,1yb0d. The solid curves correspond to a
slightly A-attracting pore wherea  0.01, b  0.005. The
dashed curves correspond to anA-repelling pore wherea 
0.005, b  0.01.

it is conjectured that separate KCl and water transport
must be near each other in the membrane and coupled
However, we point out that size exclusion dynamics (
extreme solute-solvent coupling) long known to occur
gramicidin channels [4], provides a mechanism for coupl
transport. We also describe the conditions under whi
common membrane channels can mimic symport pum
conventionally described as more complicated shuttli
proteins [2,16,17].

Biological cell membrane channels have sizes that lim
diffusional pumping efficiencies, particularly at physio
logical solute concentrations (Fig. 2). However, the flo
rates achievable by simple pores are higher than those
shuttle enzymes and may be a viable mechanism in ce
lar volume control, or whenever high fluxes are desire
The ubiquity of membrane channels that conduct wa
[6,19], and are leaky to certain solutes [5–7], sugge
our results should be considered for more quantitative
terpretations of “negative” osmosis and coupled transp
measurements.

More accurate molecular dynamics or Monte Car
simulations may reveal further details of diffusion pump
ing. For example, “slippage,” or incomplete coupling pro

cesses defined by±≤
s- ≤± may occur in wider channels

and decrease efficiencies. Similarly, attractive interactio
betweenA-A, A-B, andB-B can affect performance either
way. To model two solutes, three species models (e
ti , t

0
i , t

00
i , x 1 x 0 1 x 00  1) can be used. However, sys

tematic experiments, especially on more controllable ar
ficial membrane systems, are needed to ultimately test
basic energetics outlined.
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